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Abstract- Cloud Computing gave a new direction for the
betterment of IT industry. It provides services over Internet
according to pay per services use. Cloud computing
environments facilitate applications by providing virtualized
resources that can be provisioned dynamically. The advent of
Cloud computing as a new model of service provisioning in
distributed systems, encourages researchers to investigate its
benefits and drawbacks in executing scientific applications
such as workflows. There are a mass of researches on the issue
of scheduling in cloud computing, most of them, however, are
focused on workflow and job scheduling. Cloud Computing
for task scheduling which guided by broker and computer by
virtual machine, but cost of computation will increase if use
random task localization and this problem exponential high.
When use workflow which have huge number of task with
dependency, so in this thesis optimize the cost and time by
ACO, which give decision to broker. For this purpose, an
algorithm based on both costs with user task grouping is
proposed. The proposed scheduling approach in cloud
employs an improved cost-based scheduling algorithm for
making efficient mapping of tasks to available resources in
cloud.
KeywordsCloud Computing,
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I. INTRODUCTION
Cloud Computing is the modern technique for conveying and
hosting services on the internet. This model plays an important
role when started any new organization from add more
resources according to the need. It is an advanced computing
technology that provides the quality of service, reliable for
user [33]. Cloud computing organization deals with large
amount of data, the demand of computing power, need to
increase system investment .It is one of the popular
technology now a days in IT field. Many change in the
computing industry due to the cloud computing. It is an
extension of Grid computing and parallel computing. Cloud
computing is a model for on demand network access to shared
computing resource.[33] It is a pattern for distributed
computing that delivers infrastructure, software as services
and platform. It helps user applications provider of dynamic
services using large scalable, secure, fast, data storage and
virtualized resources over internet. The main goal of cloud
computing that customers only use when need, and only pay
for actually use. These resources available in cloud every time
and to be accessed from the cloud any time, any location via
the internet [17]. It is supposed to manage the execution of

tasks, operations, virtual servers, virtual infrastructure as well
as the back end hardware and software resources of cloud
environment. To gain the maximum benefits from cloud
computing, developers must design mechanisms that optimize
the use architectural and deployment [10]. The hardware and
software provided support to virtualization. Virtualization is
depending on many factors such as operating system, software
and hardware managing them in the cloud platform, no
environment to do anything without physical platform.
Virtual Machine plays an important role in cloud computing
because whole work of cloud related to the virtual machine. Its
advantages only get when it is connect to the internet that’s
why user can use the powerfully computing services. It
provides services according to user requirement. Virtualization
is providing technical support for cloud computing
applications and virtualization technology. In the past few
years , the cloud computing research and development group
such as IBM, Google all the well-known IT companies
launched a cloud computing.
Types of Services
Cloud computing architecture having three layers for the
software which require on demand services over internet.
Figure1. Shows different layer cloud architecture [8],[10],[33]
 Infrastructure as a service
 Platform as a service
 Software as a service
 Infrastructure as a services
It is a first layer of Service. This layer delivers software and
hardware components as a services. Sometimes IaaS is called
a hosted service. Its capability provided to the user of IaaS as
raw storage space, network resources and computing that's
why user can run and execute applications any software that
they choose. Examples of IaaS include Flexi scale, Go grid,
Amazon EC2.

Fig.1: Types of services
 Platform as a services: It is a second layer of service.
This layer uses the developer’s application. The provider
not only provides hardware, but also provides a toolkit
and number of supported to higher level language.
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 Software as a Service(SaaS)
These layers host the software and providing service through
Internet. It reduces the maintenance cost of the customer.
Cloud computing releasing their application on an entire
environment that can be accessed through networks by
application user. Examples of SaaS include Google mail,
Google docs and so forth.

Pheromone Initialization

Initialization Ant's Location

II. SCHEDULING PROCESS
Three stages of Scheduling process in cloud are as follows:
1) Resource Discovering and Filtering :It is a Data Centre Broker that Discover the resources i.e.,
present in the network system and collecting status
information relating to them.
2) Decision stage:Target resource is selected based on certain parameters of task
and resources.
3) Submission Task:Task is submitted to resource selected.
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Fig.3: Flowchart of Ant Colony Optimization Algorithm
Data Centre
Fig.2: Scheduling Process
Ant Colony Optimization
ACO is the first algorithm to find the optimal path in a graph,
based on the behaviours of ant. Most of the researches use
ACO to solve NP hard problems e.g., traveling salesman
problem, graph colouring problem and many other problems.
These tasks include shortest path traversal to find food source
information sharing with other ants by generating pheromone.
The ant takes most of the time to travel down the path and
back again, the more time the chemical have to evaporate .The
shortest path selected then they get marched over the more
frequently , and thus the chemical density becomes higher on
short path than longer ones [3][18][27].

Particle swarm optimization
PSO is a sell adaptive global search based optimization
technique. PSO has become popular simplicity and effective
in wide range of application with law computation cost .The
PSO algorithm is same other population based algorithm like
genetic , but there is no direct link of individuals of the
population .PSO algorithm assign task to the virtual machine
in best but manner the task check the virtual machine and task
is being assigned to the proper virtual machine that minimum
wastage of memory .The objective is the minimize the cost of
the execution application on cloud and also include time of
processing transfeDrring ,transfer and process cost[10] [22].
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Fig.4: Flowchart of Particle Swarm Optimization
III. PROBLEM STATEMENT
The main problem which is identified through survey is that
all algorithms focus on generating approximate or nearoptimal solutions, it is impossible to generate an optimal
solution within polynomial time and therefore workflow
scheduling is NP hard problem. The solutions provided in
literature survey are not optimal for utility like environments
such as IaaS Clouds however; they focus into the challenges
and potential for workflow scheduling. When planning the
execution of a workflow in an IaaS Cloud environment. When
planning the execution of a workflow in an IaaS Cloud
environment there are two main opinions: (a) Resource
Provisioning (b) Scheduling. In the resource provisioning
phase the computing resources that will be used to run the
tasks are selected and provisioned and in Scheduling, a
schedule is generated and each task is plotted onto the bestsuited resource. The selection of the resource and mapping of
tasks is done in such a way that requirements of different user
in terms of Quality of Service are met. Numbers of algorithms
are proposed till now like PSO, ACO, GA and many more, to
meet QoS parameter by scheduling large scale workflows.
There are different aims of Resource provisioning and
scheduling heuristics. Our effort focuses on scheduling the
workflow on IaaS computing resources and finding an optimal
solution by minimizing cost and execution time.

Proposed Solution
The principal idea of this research work is that in order to
integrate some basic philosophies of Cloud computing such as
the elasticity and heterogeneity of the computing resources
and to meet the user’s Quality of Service requirements on
Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS), there should be resource
provisioning and scheduling strategy for scientific workflows.
In order to minimize cost and execution time, PSO algorithm
was proposed but in some cases it fails to produce schedules
with worse make span and greater costs as long as the deadline
is met [14]. Hybrid (ACO) was used in Mobile ad-hoc
network and gives better presentation in terms of delay,
power, consumption, and communication cost as compare to
standard ACO [25]. Therefore for better results if we use ACO
optimization algorithm in an IaaS Cloud an efficient execution
plan can be designed in order to reduce make span and pay a
lower price.
IV. METHODOLOGY
1. Define the workflow Different workflows from different
scientific areas are chosen and simulated on cloud
environment.
2. Apply Ant Colony Optimization Algorithm: The
algorithm Ant colony optimization (ACO) is a heuristic
algorithm which is based on the behaviour of the ants seeking
the shortest path between anthill and the location of food
source. With the mechanism of positive feedback and
distributed cooperation, it is proved to be a useful heuristic
algorithm for solving NP hard problems.
3. Schedule Generation: Construct a schedule by converting
a particle’s position.
4. Evaluate Make span: Make span is evaluated to meet the
given deadline.
5. Evaluate Cost: For each Workflow cost in terms of money
is calculated.
6. Compare the result: Simulate and compare the result of
proposed algorithm with PSO and ACO.
Proposed Algorithm
Input: Workflows like Cyber Shake, Ligo, Genome, and
Montage
Output: Optimal value of Scheduling the task
1. Input Workflow
X
2. Topological Sort (X)
3. For i є X
{
Provide VM randomly
i ++ ;
}
Initialize ACO parameter
4.
best
Time taken by VM
Xt
5. For i є X
{
Determine the Value Cxtbest
Save Xtbest
}
If f (Xtbest )new ≤ f (Xtbest)old then X= (Xtbest )new
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Else
Xmin
=
(Xtbest
………………………….eq. 1
6. If Xtbest is not converge
7. Initialize
For i є X
{
Initialize local velocity Xt
Initialize global velocity Yt
}
For each task
{
Update velocity
Update VM
For i = 1, 2, 3…………X
If ( Xt < Xtbest )
X1t = Xtbest
}
For each task
{
If ( Yt < Ytbest )
Y1t = Ytbest
}
8. Compare local and global best to eq. 1
9. If XtACO < YtPSO
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)old

V. RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS

{
Then set threshold XtACO
Table 4.1 Parameter

else
YtPSO
10. VM update or migration according to
11. Terminate the process.

Fig.5: Workflow Diagram

YtPSO

Setting for Cloud simulator
Parameter Setting
To analyze and compare the proposed algorithm with PSO
algorithm for scientific workflows on cloud [14] few
parameters have been set to a pre-defined value. Various
parameters of data Centre, virtual machines and cloudlets have
been set to the different values. Number of iterations of
different scientific workflows is analyzed and results are
compared on two different parameters
(i) Cost (ii) time delay with PSO algorithm on IAAS cloud
computing environment. Table 4.1 shows the parameter
setting for cloud sim simulation toolkit.
modelled as an optimization problem which aims to minimize
the overall execution cost while reducing the make span and
the problem was solved using the hybrid of ACO and PSO.
The experiments were conducted by simulating four well
known workflows (Cyber shake, Ligo, Genome, Montage) on
CloudSim , which shows that our solution has an overall
healthier performance than other state-of-the-art algorithms.
The worthy results are achieved because PSO (particle swarm
optimization) play important role in global optimization and
ACO(ant colony optimization) optimize locally and we have
merge the two algorithms by taking the best out of them. With
the proposed approach in most of the workflows we are able to
produce lower cost efficient schedule meanwhile also reducing
the time delay.
VI. RESULTS
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genetic algorithms and compare their performance with ACO.
Another future work is to study the data transfer cost between
data Centres so that VMs can be deployed on different
locations. Finally, we wish to implement our approach in a
workflow engine so that it can be utilized for deploying
applications in real life environments.
VIII.

Fig. 4.2.1 Comparison of Based Cost and Proposed Cost

Fig. 4.2.2 Comparison of Time Delay(ACO) and Proposed
Time Delay

Fig. 4.2.3 Comparison of Energy(Based) and
Energy(Proposed)
VII. FUTURE SCOPE
In this thesis we presented a scheduling strategy for executing
scientific workflows on IaaS Clouds. The scenario was As
future work, we would like to explore various options for the
selection of the preliminary resource pool as it has a major
impact on the performance of the algorithm. We would also
like to research with different optimization approaches such as
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